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I can't decide which way to turn my head
Each and everywhere I look is plagued by living dead
The points of view, are weak inside, 
They're really just distractions, conceal the truth, to
hide
All our fears, our shapeshifting disguise
We've killed ourselves in a grid, only parasites survive
This creatures comfort is a point, an investment of no
return
And for these acts, well pay the price, I say it's time to
burn

Get your gasoline
Then a rag
Stuff it in a bottle
Hit that window, fill your bag
You smash the state
When you smash that glass
An activist is an activist, 
Not a pacifist with a stick up their ass
Not a person with a banner on their arm
Not a sit in with a call to disarm
But one... 

The choice is yours
It's in your hands
It's time to take the power back
And fight for the control of your lands
Yes it's true
It's stolen land
But at least the founding fathers
Had the guts to hold their guns in their hands
Not to send, me or you
Off to carry out their plans
Paid in full, by the lives of troops

The blood is on their hands anyway you look at it
These people are scum, not because they're greedy
Humans are parasitic in nature, my anger lies in the
abuse of others
Who profit nothing from the actions of these demons
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War is money, it's just a fact of life
The picture is the power, domination by the right
10 mil a day, to the middle east
Strategic outpost in zion
Has the markings of the beast
Don't mistake the lyrics that I say
As anti-semitism, I only feel dismay
With the back alley deals
And the bloody policies
The special interest groups, oil barons, dying seas

Are rising
And were dying
Fossils burning
Temperatures rising
Were polluting
They're shooting
The life's blood of the earth
Into their gold plated veins

How the hell can sit there and take it
You know just a little effort could change it
All you gotta do is grab the chain and break it
Framework aside, do you really want to hide
From the truth of the products you've chosen to buy

Leased by some corporation in dubai
Another shelter company with halliburton ties, 
Microsoft based lies, it's all put forth, 
With partnerships, formed by a franchise, 
The feeding of the fortune 5000
Global positioning satellites, to patrol our lives, to
control our minds
Don't forget the frequent flyer miles and club cards to
provide
Consumer buying information for market research
firms
Or is it just another data mining in conjunction with the
next new lie
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